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REFORMING THE ISRAELI HEALTH CARE MARKET

David P. Chinitz
Department of Medical Ecology, Braun School of Public Health and Community Medicine,
Hebrew UniversityHadassah, Jerusalem, Israel and JDCBrookdale Institute, Jerusalem, Israel

Abstract Israel's experience in attempting to implement a health system reform based in large measure
on managed competition should provide important data to other countries considering reliance on
competitive mechanisms for thirdparty purchase of health care. In this paper, current proposals for
reform of the Israeli market for thirdparty purchase of health care are examined in light of ideal market■
structures, particularly the theory of managed competition. The relationship between that theory, 'he
notion or a ■purchaserprovider split' and the Israeli case are explored. The current Israeli health care
market, which features enrollment of 96V of the population in competing sick funds, is presented. Jht
changes necessary to base thirdparty purchase of healthcare on managed competitionare 'discussed.
Special conditions of the Israeli health care system likely to inlfuence implementation of a managed
competition strategy are considered. Beyond a 'purchaserprovider split, the proposals call for other
restructurings, such as a split between ifnance and insurance functions. which the standard theory of
managed competition does not take into account. The implications of these proposals for smooth
functioning of the health care market must be weighed against political and ethical considerations uniclue
to the Israeli environment.

Key word■! health, insurance, competition, reform, Israel

1. introduction from the Israeli case should be of relevance to
countries considering competitive reforms.

The title of the volume for which this paper is written

is very aP1■ F0r 3 nUmbeI 0f deCadeS 3t IC3St 1""^ 1. MANAGED COMPETITION, PURCHASERPROVIDER
Kenneth Arrow's classic article on health care econ splits and other separations of power
omics [1], economists and other health policy analysts
have sought, in both theory and practice, to .rorm When one looks closely into the theoryof managed
and reform' the market for health care services. competition, one notes the centrality of the other
Professor Enthovcn has been a leader of this effort, main theme of this conference: namely, separation 0(
having developed his consumer choice health plan in powers. As the Israeli case demonstrates, the rcslruc
the late 1970s, and having reifned it several times in turings of some health systems may be mistaken (or
response to feedback from others, empirical experi 'purchaserprovider splits. However, there is n0
ence with competition among managed health care doubt that the general theme of creating an optimal
plans and cogitation [2, 3]. The theory of managed balance of functions and powers among mutually
competition in the ifnance and deliveryof health care accountable parties to health care transactions /s
which is currently the central focus of the health relevant to all health system reforms.
system reform debate in the United States is, in part, For an illustration, one might look to Professor
the product of these years of evolution. Enthoven's analysis of traditional modes of mediat
This paper assesses the prospects for forming and ing health care transactions, such as feeforservice

reforming the Israeli health care market in light of the medicine paid for by thirdparty indemnity insurers,
theory of managed competition. Section One exam Commonly thought of as 'free market approaches'
ines the relationship between notionsof restructuring these turn out to be 'guild free systems *hich B've
such as purchaserprovider split and managed com undue advantage to providers. The alternative Pr0
petition. Section Two describes the current Israeli posed by Enthoven, managed competition, is a care
health care system and the changes required to base fully designed setof structural requirements aimed at
thirdparty purchase of health care on managed correcting the market failuresof the guild free system.
competition. Section Three presents current pro The main goal of managed competition is to create a
posals to form and reform the market in terms of set of institutions that will "motivate efifcient behav
realignment of functions and power among constitu ior by providers" [2, p. 5]. This is accomplished yt
ents of the health system. Section Four assesses the redressing the imbalance of power among purchasers
current reform in the light of the theory of managed (government, employers, individuals), payers (gov
competition and considers issues of implementation. ernment, insurance companies) and providers. Power
The conclusion suggests that what can be learned is reallocated to payers who are put in a strong
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position to negotiate alternatives to feeforservice and provide consumers' information, on health plans
medicine and contract only with eiffcient providers. and providers [3, pp. 3035]. Recent versions of
Power is also reallocated to purchasers who can managed competition call for sponsors to be em
pressure providers to organize health plans that may ployer based, voluntary or governmentmandated
be held accountable through the twin mechanisms of regional alliances or purchasing cooperatives [5, 3,
'exit' by dissatisifed consumers and budgetary limits pp. 3537]. However, for the purposes of this paper
or incentives imposed by government or alternative and, in keeping with some of Enthoven's earlier
'sponsors' created to represent groups of consumers. writings, government itself will also be considered a
Finally, though far less scrutinized in the theory of potential sponsor. An important point, already al
managed competition, power must be reallocated to luded to, is that while competition is relied on to
consumers who can hold government or other spon make both providers and insurers accountable to
sors accountable for health system outcomes. consumers, accountability of sponsors to consumers
Viewed in this way, proper formation or reforma is based on other mechanisms, such as the ballot box.

tion of the health care services market is a matter of Each of the countries represented at this confer
creating institutions that distribute power in such a ence, as well as others, if they prefer reliance on 1

way as to make health care transactions result in competitive models to alternatives such as single
efifcient outcomes. The purchaserprovider split payer schemes (in which there is no market based
being implemented in the U.K. health care system competition among insurers), must adapt the basic
may be exactly such a separation of powers. In effect, model of managed competition and the distribution
this is the classical case of converting government of powers which it implies, to their unique contexts.
from a purchaser and a provider to a purchaser only. The characteristicsof the political environment which
This means that District Health Authorities will no inlfuence the formulation of health policy and its
longer function as managers in an hierarchically implementation must be taken into account. The
organized service, but will instead shop around, social status of providers, the role of employers in
forcing wouldbe providers, including their own for ifnance and delivery of health care, social attitudes
mer district hospitals, to compete. The question that toward equity, and general attitudes toward the role
then arises is whether citizens represented by district of government all affect the outcomes of health
purchasing agents will have enough power and inlfu policy. The possible allocations of power and ac
ence to hold the latter accountable for health system countability among providers, payers, purchasers and
outcomes [4]. Thus, while power may have been consumers will be affected by these other societal
reallocated from providers to purchasers by means of factors.
the purchaserprovider split, the balance of power The remainder of this paper is devoted to assessing
between consumers and purchasers may not yet have the prospects for forming and reforming the Israeli
been addressed. health care market, in light of the theory of managed
For the purposes of this paper the ideal model for competition. Many think of Israel as a having a

third party purchase of health care is based on the system for which encouraging competition over third
theory of managed competition as outlined by party purchase of health care requires forming a new
Enthoven in a recent article on the subject [3]. This market. However, in many ways Israel already comes
model involves competition over both health care closer than most countries to realizing the conditions
provision and health insurance. Government deter for managed competition outlined by Enthoven.
mines a basic basket of services to be guaranteed to Nevertheless, the image of distribution of powers
each citizen. Competing insurers, or health plans illustrated by the separation of purchaser from
comprising provider networks organized by insurers, provider is useful for analyzing the forming and
receive capitation payments from government, ad reforming of any health market, and such will prove
justed for the relative risk of their insured popu to be true for the Israeli case.
lations. With these payments the insurers purchase
and provide their clients with the basic basket of
services. Individuals have the freedom to choose
insurers, or health plans, at regular intervals. .nsurers 3. the Israeli health care SYSTEM
and health plans choose to 'selectively' contract with
providers; that is, they are not required to do business As noted, the health system reform currently being
with all interested parties, but only with those meet debated in Israel is only partially described as an
ing their requirements. Individuals pay any difference instance of a purchaserprovider split. In order to
between the capitation and the actual premium understand this, some background is necessary. In
quoted by the plan of their choice. this section the main structural features and the
Enthoven sees the need for sponsors to ensure that sources of the impetus for reform of the system are

health plans do not try to skim the market and attract presented. This is followed by an assessment of the
only the good risks. Sponsors manage the enrollment degree to which the current system resembles the
process to ensure consumers freedom of choice and managed competition model and of some changes
movement among plans, monitor quality of care which could move it closer to that model.
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The sickfund market First, there are limits on freedom of movement of
Ninetysix percent of the Israeli population is cov. individuals among the funds. The Histadrut, whi<=h

ered by health insurance, which is provjded by four owns a large holdingcompany as well functioningas a
sick funds. The largest of these is Kupat H0|im aaljt labor federation, automatically enrolls its employees
(KHC,The General Sick Fund)oftheGeneral Feder in KHC> with sick fund dues deducted from the'1
ation of Labor, the Histadrut, whjch insures about monthly pay. At the same time, allof the funds impose
70Vorthe population. KHC,andthree smaller Kinds, limits on enrollment of new members. For "ample,
Maccabi, Mcuchcdct and Lcumit, were established peopleover age 62 cannot enroll as regular members in
during the preState period, when values ofmutua| aid KHC, and those overage 60 cannot enroll in Maccabi.
and collective action were dominant. These values are The latter fund also requires potential cnrollees to
still prevalent in Israeli social policy [6]. The changing undergo a medical examination, the results of wh'ch
distribution of the insured population am0ng these can be used to bar enrollment. All sick funds restrict
funds during the 1980s is presented in Fig. 1. 1n admissionof people with chronic diseases. About 5"/0
exchange for prepaid premiums, the funds purchase of arrivals in the recent wave of immigration report
or otherwise arrange provision of a wjde array or being refused enrollment by a sick fund [9).
primary, secondary and tertiary care services on Second, until recently, some aspects of sick fund
behalfof their members. Allof the sick funds organize ifnancing encouraged biased selection. The largest
networks of primary care providers. KHC relies source of sick fund finance comes from an employer
primarily on salaried physicians in both the hospital paid earmarked tax. The tax amounts to about SVo of
and community settings and is therefore correctly taxable income, up to an income ceiling (about four
categorized as what would be called a stalf" model times the national average wage). Until 1991, this tax
Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) in the was distributed to the funds on the basis of a formula
U.S. The smaller sick funds operate more like Indepen which gave a weight of750/0 to the income of a fund's
dent Practice Associations(IPA) HMOs in the U.S., members and25"/0 to the size of a fund's enrollment.
contracting with independent primary care providers This gave funds an incentive to seek wealthier mem
and specialists, usually on a capitation basis (not bers. In June 1993, the formula was adjusted to better
including risk for the cost of referrals or prescribed reflect the health needs of a fund's enrollment by
drugs). weighting the number of members by age. This change
Traditionally, KHC has dominated the sick fund has aided KHC, which insures an older population.

market, and perhaps the entire health system. This was However, years of operating under the previous for
in part due to access to the large human reservoir mula combined with reductions in direct government
offered by the Histadrut. to which KHC is linked as subsidies aggravated the ifnancial status of KHC,
described below. In addition, both KHC and the forcing it to turn to the banking system. It has gener
Histadrut had a close aiffliation with government atcd a huge debt, which now threatens its stability[1 0].
coalitions led by the Labor Party. However, during the Third, premiums paid to sick funds by individuals
1980s, government coalitions were dominated bY the are incomelinked, and do not vary signiifcantly across
rightwing Likud Party, and waning government the funds.f All of the sick funds have recently
ifnancial backing lead to a weakening of KHC and the
Histadrut. KHC began to suffer attritionofmember
ship, while some of the smaller funds, especially Macvur *(.,a. _
cabi, experienced growth [7]. As can be seen in Fig. 1, f ^\
KHC membership decreased by 5"/0 during the 1980s I ^^yrrd Meuchedet 28*
while Maccabi's enorllment increased by about 75"/0.* /{ ^^■S^r7[ Maccabi 7 2<Jcf

This trend seems to be continuing and serves as the ]^*~~ '7/4/
basis for increasingly overt competition among the ^^ ''Leumj, 3 7^
funds [8].
However, the development of competition among 1984

the sick funds has been limited bya number of factors.
KHC 77.1 ■a■^'' ~~^.

*I984 and 1989 data was available only for salaried em [ tjr^£~v'v?\ Meuchedet 4,3,0/0
ployees enrolled in sick funds. Data from 1991 to 1993 / vsrr.j
on the sick fund enrollment of the entire population; (\. Y/J^zy^J
including both salaired employees and selfemployed \.T77P^' Maccabi12. 59b
individuals, shows this trend is continuing. ^^ l/if^

tThe dominant market position of KHC means that Us Leumit 5.69b
pricing decisions signiifcantly inlfuence the decisions of [gg,o
its competitors. KHC's premiums are set largely in
accord with the wishes of its governing body, the _
Histadrut, which tends towards a progressive rate struc Source: N""""1 1"sur."" Inslilul
lure. However, this is limited due 10 concerns that higher Fig. 1. Changing shares of sick fundmarket salaired
income members will defect to the smaller funds.employees for 1984 md 1989

SSM W/I0D
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Fig. 2. Acute care hospital beds in Israel by ownershiptype 1988.

announced premium increases in order to cover majoirtyof acute hospital beds in the country. KHC
innovative services demanded by the highly also owns and operates general hospitals. In both
medically conscious Israeli public [10, p. 791]. networks, hospitals are prospectively budgeted by
Competition is largely over offering better access their respective central offices. In addition, there
and enhanced quality of service to members of are several private nonproift hospitals (some of
higher income groups, rather than over price. which are in the church aiffliated 'mission' sector)
]11; 6, p. 140]. For example, the small funds are and a few forproift general hospitals, which sell
considered less bureaucratic and are seen as offering services to all of the sick funds [15]. The distribution
more freedom of choice because they work with of general hospital beds by ownership is displayed in
independent practitioners, as opposed to KHC's Fig. 2.
clinics which serve designated catchment areas. In During the 1980s, hospital services in most of
response KHC has sought to compete by offering the country were provided on a regionalized basis.
an independent physician program [12]. Service There was no selective contracting by sick funds
issues are apparently more salient to consumers with hospitals; rather, regardless of the sick fund
than are price differences. Recent survey sample they belonged to, patients were instructed to seek
data indicate that of the 22"/0 of the population care from the designated hospital in their region.
who have ever switched funds, only 50/0 of those During the last two years the regionalization plan,
who switched to KHC or Maccabi considered price which was based on an agreement between the
as the primary factor. Over 30"/o of those who two major suppliers of hospital services, KHC
switched to Maccabi cited bad experience with their and the government, was abandoned. Sick funds
previous fund as a major factor in their decision are now free to purchase hospital care anywhere
]13]. in the country, and hospitals can attempt to
A ifnal limitation on sick fund competition is that attract patients from any region [7, p. 6], Prices of

the funds are not obligated to provide a standard hospital services are oiffcially regulated by the
ized basket of services. Beneifts lists vary across MOH. The basic unit of payment is an average
funds. Contracts between sick funds and individuals perdiem rate. The perdiem rate multiplied by hos
are worded in very general language, which fails to pital days serves as the basis for calculating the
guarantee timely access to services. Services are prospective budgets of government hospitals. Pay
listed in a general way, allowing wide latitude in ments by the small sick funds to hospitals are also
determining whether speciifc services are covered made on a perdiem basis. In 1991 the government
]14], instituted prospective diagnosis related group

)DRG)type payment for 15 major procedures
™e hosPital market [6, p. 137]. While DRGs are often seen as a cost
While ifnancing hospital care, sick funds, includ containment measure, for procedures where the pre

ing KHC, provide only part of their members' acute vious perdiem rate was below cost, the shift to
hospitalization needs at their own facilities. Most is DRGs imposed higher costs on the sick funds. KHC
purchased from government, other nonproift or has tried to cut costs by relying on its own hospitals,
private hospitals. Through the Ministry of Health but it continues to purchase services from govern
)MOH), the government owns and operates the ment hospitals.
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KHC has also used its hospitals as a competitive The impetus for reform
weapon, restricting access t0 members of the other Throughout its history, and despile its many con
sick funds I7■ P. 38I This. desPite the fact that siderable achievements, the Israeli health system has
directors of KHC hospitals have a ifnancial been the focus of public dissatisfaction [16, p. 4].
inteerst in providing 5"vices t0 the sma" sick While rich in medical manpower and advanced tech
funds■ Perdiem Payments from the sma" funds nology, the system has not been able to perform
would supplement the prospective 8lobal bud8ets eiffciently. During the 1980s, levels of consumer
that KHC hosPltals recelve from lhe central KHC demand increased due to raised expectations and
oiffce. Nonetheless, <he KHC cenlral oiffce aPPar demographic changes. Yet, during the same period,
ently gave Precedence to the overall competition with growthin the financing of the system, especially in the
the sma" funds over the competitive incentives of its public sector, slowed significantly due to efforts to
hospitals. limit government spending [16, p. 21]. Low wages in
Recent research has shown that competition the health sector have contributed to numerous

among hospitals took Pla<* even under the regional strikes and slowdowns [I 8], Despite the nearly univer
ization arrangement, both within the government sal and ostensibly comprehensive coverage provided
sector and between government and KHC hosPltals. by the sick funds, Israelis turned to the private sector
HosPitals souBht t0 ma1ntaln and exPand lhc1r to purchase care outofpocket and to gain improved
Patient base in order t0 incrcase revenues and com access to health services [6, p. 129]. Figure 3 shows
mand lar8er bud8ets. To a limitcd elttenl lhc comPe the increasing role of private finance in the purchase
tit.on involved negotiating volume contracts with sick of medical care. While the 8"/ of Gross National
funds [7, p. 41]. With the abandonment of the Product consumed by the Israeli health care system
regionalization plan it is likely that this competition is not high, relative to many countries of the Organ
has healed UP even more. ization for Economic Cooperation and Development
_ w. . .. , (OECD), the increased role of private ifnance threat
The Ministry of Health'../ . , . , ,

ens, if experience in other countries can be taken as
The MOH is intended to serve as the main policy a precedent [19, 20], to cause health care expenditure

planning and regulatory body in the health sys to spiral upwards. In addition, the shaky financial
tenr. However, a number of factors have limited status of KHC is a source or concern. Pressure for
its success in playing this role. First, it is extensively reform is thus strong rrom both government oiffcials
involved in the ifnance and provision of not concerned about rising costs and the problems of
only acute hospital care, but also long term and KHC, and from a public dissatisifed with the level or
chronic care, as well as many elements of preventive service provided in the public system.
health care [16], This service provision role has
apparently displaced the m0re ministerial funclions An analysisofdifferences between lhe cunent ^''''"
of planning and regu|ation. Second_ the MQHandmanaged competition

has constantly been confronted by competition As the above description indicates, in many ways
from KHC ofr control or national health policy. Israel already has the underlying structure of a
Finally, the MOH's weak role as policymaker managed competition model, as laid out in section 2.
has been exacerbated by its being considered a Nearly the entire population is enrolled in competing
minor posting ofr cabinet members, otfen under health plans. The health plans receive a transfer
the control of a Labor minister sympathetic to KHC payment from the government which is at least partly
[17]. riskadjusted. There is signiifcant movement of

W^////////////////////////////////////////////////^Governmentr < 1<*< **<*4fi < 1*<'ti f 1 I

Sickfundpremium5 W///////A ,

I Ou,of.pocte, "/////////////////A , m™
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Fig. 3. The health system in Israel: financing sources for 1979 and 1987.
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members among funds. Funds compete, especially health service similar to the U.K. model. But the
over levels of service. Hospitals have begun to com ifrmly entrenched sick fund structure, and the
pete by offering new services and discounts to the sick strength of KHC made such a policy unrealistic.
funds I7 PP■ 39^"] Since 1977 advisory bodies and committees have
However, several differences exist between the cur sought to find a workable balance of government and

rent system and the Enthoven model of managed market roles in the health system. A number of them
competition. First, to move closer to the latter model, have proposed centralizing ifnancing in the hands of
the health insurance market would have to be re the government, which would contract with sick
formed to require funds to accept all potential new funds, usually on a regional basis [22]. According t0
members who wish to enroll and freedom of move these previous, unsuccessful proposals, sick funds
ment among funds at regular intervals would need to would receive government budgets based on enroll
be guaranteed.* The role of sick funds in selectively ment. All of the sick funds have resisted this ap
contracting with providers, especially hospitals, proach, arguing that it would convert them form
would have to be strengthened. Prices of services insurers to service providers under contract to
would be determined through such contracting, government.
rather than through government regulation. Consensus has been more evident concerning the
Government or other, as yet unidentiifed sponsors need to remove government from direct operation of

would make a riskadjusted capitation payment to health services, especially general hospitals. Ministry
sick funds which would be linked to a standard basic of Health ownership and operation of hospitals is
basket of services that sick funds would be required seen as creating a conlfict of interest between the
to provide. Consumers would pay any differential Ministry's regulatory and operational roles, and en
between the government contribution and the actual couraging the displacement of longterm policy and
premium. Sick funds would compete over both price planning activities with the daytoday operation of
and quality. Government or other sponsors would facilities. However, consensus has never been
make information on sick fund performance available achieved regarding solutions to this problem.
to help consumers choose funds at regular intervals. Current proposals seek to reform the market for
Throughout its history the Israeli health system has thirdparty purchase of health care. These proposals

been the focus of reform efforts. It appears from the are based on the recommendations of a prestigious
preceding analysis that the changes needed to ap State Judicial Commission of Inquiry, the Netanyahu .

proximate the model of managed competition prc Commission, which issued its report in August, 1990.
sen ted above, relative to other countries, do not They call for a fundamental restructuring of the
require drastic overhaul or the system. Nevertheless, health system, which would involve redefining the
implementationof managed competition in the Israeli roles of the MOH, the sick funds, and the hospitals.
political and cultural context, as in any country, may The Commission's recommendations were numerous,
require modiifcation of the ideal model. The most touching on most aspects of the health system. Since
recent proposals for health system reform, presented 1990 two attempts have been made to pass legislation
in the following section, relfect the special character based on these recommendations. Here we review,
istics of the Israeli system likely to impinge on based on the Netanyahu Report and the most current
implementation of managed competition. available version of National Health Insurance

(NHI) legislation [23], those recomendations most
4. proposals for chance. formimg AN0 pertinent to organization of the market for third

reforming the market party purchase of care.
... , . r , T.. ,, , While not completely described by the term, 'pur

h Mt™Pr V*0™ ^ Israel, health ™ **"< chaserprovider split, the recommendationsdo in
have lhus far falled 10. ldflfv abalanc<; of ">'<" *" volve creating an institutional structure which would^T"'', .T'm1,iT*, t' '0",nZ'T" separate functions across institutions in a manner
pohfeal constants ^ Untlthe mid1970s, ^ intended to promote more eiffcient health system
approa<* 0,f m,ost Porfessional study commlsslons outcomes. However, all of the proposed separations
WaSk hat P'ukrallsm was. the cause.of thc V*'™'* are accompanied by a signiifcant amount of separ
Porblems Th<;. aPPr0Pr1ate PrescrlPtlon following ation anxiety, which must be accounted forin the
from such a dla*nosls was creat1on of a national implementation process. The following are the main

recommendations:

.Whether such freedom of movement necessitates eliminat I. Government, speciifcally the MOH, would
ing the tiein deal under which KHC members must cease direct provision of health services, leav
£/ongJa the Histadrut and vice versa is discussed ing it 'free to occupy itselfwith policy making
below. The issue of tiein deals, particularly the linkage .nA " ■ .. 1, , ■. 1 ..
of health coverage .0 a broader package of social and re8ulatl0n■ Government hosP'tals would
services. has not been addressed adequately in pervjous become independent trusts competing for
discussions of managed competition and may prove 10 contracts, primarily from sick funds. Large
be of importance in a number of countries. capital investments for both public and
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private hospitals would require government the Histadrut. The Netanyahu Commission
approval, based on a determination of need. recommended this independence for KHC
Government will also gather and disseminate hospitals, but current draft legislation does
information on the performance of funds, in not deal with this point. A related provision,
order to guarantee the financial viability and which appears in the current NHI draft bill,
quality of the latter as well as to provide is that provider groups may not form sick
consumers with information so that they funds. This appears to be intended t0 Pre
may select from among the funds. In order vent powerful, prestigious hospitals from
for government to accomplish these regulat dominating the health care market. These
ory tasks sick funds will be mandated to proposed limitations relfect a concern to
develop, maintain and make available infor avoid undue concentration of market power
mation including statistical profiles of their in the new system.
membership. details on financial manage 4. Separation is also proposed between the
ment, quantity and quality of service pro union and industrial activities of the His
vided, status of capital equipment and tadrut on one hand, and the finance and
inventories of drugs, and contracts with delivery of health care on the other. In effect,
providers [23, p. 215]. the policy would eliminate the tiein deal

2. One of government's principal policy respon whereby purchase of health care is linked to
sibilities would be to define a basic basket of purchase of other goods and services, par
services to which all citizens would be cnti ticularly membership in the Histadrut.
tied on the basis of a proposed National 5. The Netanyahu Commission recommended
Health Insurance (NHI) law. The purpose removing all sick funds from the activity of
would be not only to cover the 40/0 of the directly charging premiums to individuals for
population not registered with the sick funds, coverage of the basic basket of services. The
but also to correct the situation in which the pluralism of ifnancing sources would end, at
rights of the insured arc unclear. Sick funds. least for the basic basket. All ifnancing
including the existing four and potential new would be centralized in the form of employer
entrants into the market, seeking qualiifca and employee taxes paid directly to the Na
tion to receive public funds, would undertake tional Insurance Institute. These funds, to
to provide the basic basket of services includ gcthcr with any additional direct government
ing preventive and primary care, hospilaliz subsidies, would be allocated on ariskad
ation, longterm care and mental health care. justed capitation basis to the sick funds.* If
Qualiifed sick funds would also be notfor sick funds could continue to directly charge
proift, and devote all their revenues to membership dues for the basic basket, it
healthrelated activities. would be dififcult to prevent the Histadrut

3. Some policy makers would 'spin on" hospi from taking some of the funds, at the well
tals from KHC, parallel to the creation of head, for other Histadrut purposes.
the government hospital trusts. This scpar 6. Finally, the Commission allowed for sup
ation of functions would involve a pur plcmental insurance, separate from the basic
chaserprovider split. If KHC were stripped package, intended to cover services not pro
of its hospitals, it would purchase services vided under the latter. Supplemental in
from the most eiffcient hospitals, rather sura nee could be marketed by the sick funds
than favoring its own facilities as a source of as well as by other carriers. Sick funds would
employment and a power base for itself and be permitted to collect premiums for the

supplemental insurance. Current NHI draft
legislation calls for government regulation
of supplemental beneifts and premiums

.The original Netanyahu recommendations called for the [23, p. 2091.
government to distribute the capitation payment directly
to regionalized branches of the sick funds. The intention .

was to help correct for regional disparities as we" as t0 These recommendations demonstrate that lsrael'
ensure the decentralization of KHC, and renects a health policy is engaged in both forming and refonn
preference for centralized planning over unfettered com ing the market for thirdparty purchase of health
I*''''0" I24!. However, since al1 of lhe sick funds op. care. While both ifnance and delivery of health care
posed the regionalization provision, and creation of the , . , . ...... .1 ■. ,
Pessary r/gio"al board; t0 oversee lhe syslem ap. are already character,zed ^ s^n1ifcant P'urallsm and
peared overly bureaucratic, this part of the proposal a degree of competition, both foreign observers and
appears to have been suppressed in the active debate. even many Israelis tend to view the system as public
Nevertheless, curernt legislative proposals ^ave lhe Min and government run. This derives in part from the
"י" ><f "."jf1^ with'h' 0Plion of d?fn* lhTa' some large roles played by the MOH and KHC in the
services will be provided on a regional basis. Thus the ".,,,,,.," ... . , ..
tension between central planning and competition system. Especially the KHC, with Us size and soc|al
endures. welfare orientation, contributes to a sense of social
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solidarity in the realm of health policy not usually dency to maintain centralized government control.
associated with market driven systems [10, p. 787]'. Moreover, health system issues have inevitably be■

The sick funds, which have always viewed them come bound up with wider politicaleconomic
selves as private organizations separate from govern issues related to the role of the Histadrut in the
ment, have not always adopted a market orientation. health sector and its status in general. These con
This is especially true of KHC, whose close relations cerns, the legitimacy of which will not be argued
with the Labor Party and continued reliance on heer, also underlie the nature of the proposals to
government subsidies protected it for many years reform the health system. This explains why the
from market irgours. Moreover, the aiffliation of proposed reform includes provisions not called for by
KHC with the Histadrut has given it multiple roles the 'ideal' model of managed competition, and why
and allegiances which complicate its market position. it imposes limitations on competitive behavior which
Manpower planning, wage policy and even capital may not fit well with that model. Some may view
investment decisions are inlfuenced by the need of the these additional provisions as necessary to make
parent body, the Histadrut, to protect its position in competition produce desirable outcomes in the Israeli
the overall political economy. context, or ofr erform to be achieved at all. Others
Some of the recommendations involve a realign might argue that they lessen the likelihood of jrn

ment of functions and power among constituents of plementation.f
the health system which address special consider
ations of the Israeli health system. These spec/a/ Forming the market
elements of the new market structure may distance it In some respects, the proposed reform sounds
from the ideal theory of managed competition, but like a blueprint for a system of managed competition
may be required to enhance chances of implemen among competing sick funds: capitation payments,
tation of the reform. How many adjustments of the freedom of movement among funds,! selective
basic model of managed competition may be necess contracting and government regulation of the
ary to fit it to the Israeli case is a question which market based in large part on dissemination of
requires further examination. information.

Removing government from the operation of hos
5. the current Israeli health care reform: pitals is essential to allow it to play the regulatory
forming and reforming the market in a role. As noted above, the ergionalization of hospital

political context services was abandoned and some government hospi

The pervious analysis has shown ambivalence in tals are now Poiscd t0 market thcir services to
Israeli health policy toward competition and a len. patients throughout the country and to sign contracts

with sick funds.§
This should not be interperted as an assertion

.Professor Enthoven has written eloquenlly of lhe princjples that such changes aer easily introduced or /ead
or social solidarity, which serve as a preamble t0 ms straight to a smoothrunning, regulated health care
theory of managed competition [2, p. I], Subsequent market. Numerous implementation problems need
versions or the theory in the context of the US. health to be solved, and the shifts in roles for existing
reform debate devotelessattention .0 articulation of constituents of the health system are significant.
underlying values and their integration into the regu~r. ■■., . 6
lated market which is currently the focus or that debate The point is that these changes erpresent the
[5]. minimum necessary to move the Israeli system to

tThe question of whether these additional provisions, such a situation of regulated competition. They als0
as disallowing price competition over the basic basket of appear to be small changes, relative to those required
services, enhance or retard the chances for successful ln ■ ■■ , . .? , . . ... ,

implementation Or health system reofrm in Israel, is 0ca Slmllar end ln Other Countr1es. lncludln8 the
discussed elsewhere [21]. US.

{Someor the smaller funds have argued that free movement Other major elements of the proposed reform,
among sick runds will create an incentive for them lo however, relfect unique demands of the Israeli con
drive away problematic members, such as the chronically text and impose additional limitations on compe
ill. The realism of such an approach is assessed and ■ ■,.,. , 1^
cirtiqued in another paper [I I, p. 89]. In any event. it tlll0n among the Slck funds.
appears unlikely that the smaller sick runds would _. . ,.
publicly oppose this provision.The ifnanceI insurance split

§Despite their increasingautonomy government hospitals The most obvious of these is the provision that sick
are somewhat encumbered by the resistance or labor r . ,. . . , .,. . .

unions representing physicians and otner nospjta| funds may not d.rectly charge the!r members for basic
workers to changes which might threaten job i*""^ coverage. The main purpose, as discussed, is to break
and the strength of centralized national unions. Since the link between KHC funding and the Histadrut and
salaires make up about 70"/o of the hospitals budgets, to ensuer that all monies intended to purchase health

^^^"St^ZS^Z^Z 7rs aer used ^ *:""" p"p~ <"■"*"*
services to the public, achieving increased eRiciency. and or this provision should be considered. First, in the
allocating wages for extra sessions or overtime WOrked absence ofprice competition, consumers aer depirved
offers competitive maneuverability. of one indicator on which to base their selection of
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sick fund, and of the chance to make a tradeoff coverage while supplemental benefits are provided by
between cost and other health plan characteirstics. other insurers. Provisionofsupplemental beneifts may
Second, lackofprice competition blurs the distinction lead to externalities resulting in subsidization of the
between the sick funds as riskbearing entities and as supplemental policies by the standard coverage [26].
simple pay ofifces. It is not clear how cost conscious Alternatively, allowing carirers of basic coverage to
ness is affected by lack of pirce competition. For market supplemental insurance may lead to problems
example, the absence of price competition might en of biased selection. Supplemental packages may be
courage the four sick funds, which currently exist in an designed to attract certain types of enrollees and
oligopolistic environment, to colludeand jointly press segment the market [2, p. 105; 26, p. 7]. A third possi
the government for increased budgets, rather than bility is to permit qualifiedcarriersofbasic coverage to
compete to be more eiffcient. Competition over price market supplemental coverage, while requiring them
would mean that government could respond to such to accept all enrollees interested only in basiccoverage
entreaties by calling on the sick funds to raise premi [26, p. 13]. This might lead insurers to provide superior
unrs. This would cause the funds to compete over service, in connection with basic beneifts, to enrollees
keeping such raises to a minimum in order not to drive who have purchased supplemental beneifts or to dis
away consumers. While one could argue that collusion courage 'basiconly' enrollees from applying [1 1,
over price is also possible, this appears easier to p. 88].
monitor than collusion over reduced or inefifcient The current Israeli reform proposals represent a

provisionofservices. combination of the ifrst and third alternatives. Both
Elimination of price competition has been resisted qualiifed sick funds and other carriers may market

by all of the sick funds. Moreover, the Histadrut supplemental insurance. The problems of external
opposes the notion of centralized collection of sick costs imposed by separate supplemental carriers and
fund revenues by the National Insurance Institute. The preferred treatment of enrollees with extra coverage
Histadrut fears loss of membership and revenues, as must therefore be addressed. An alternative would be
individuals selecting KHC will no longer automati to allow sick funds to market supplemental beneifts
cally be enrolled in it and pay its membership dues. together with the basic beneifts package for a com
Despite these concerns, the current NHI bill has gotten bined price. This would require reversal of the pro
further in the legislative process than did any of its vision, discussed in the previous section, that no
predecessors. Should the bill pass, the above consider premium be charged for basic beneifts. Since govern
ations regarding lack of price competition will need to ment is assigned the role of regulating the contents and
be addressed. One possibility is that after a period of prices of both typesof coverage, thequestion becomes
experience under the new system the prohibition oneofwhich situation is easiest to regulate. Given sick
against sick funds charging premiums for the basic fund resistance tothe prohibitionofprice competition
basket of services could be relaxed. This option de for the basic basket, there may be merit in the idea of
serves consideration as sick funds will probably invest integrating basic and supplemental beneifts into one
in the administrative capacity necessary to collect package. Government would be required to regulate
premiums in any case, for supplemental insurance.* alterations to the beneifts package to avoid biased

selection [2, p. 104]. Moreover, limits on the range of
Thebasic/supplemental split price competition may be desirable to avoid undue
Separation of basic and supplemental coverage in inequities based on ability to pay [27].

the context of national health insurance raises chal
Ienging policy issues. Consider the case of qua|iifed Theinsurer /provider split
carriers under NHI being limited to providing basic The Netanyahu Commission expressed the view

that KHC should grant independent status to its
hospitals, analogous to the status being granted gov

.A negotiating group within the ruling Labor Party, created ernment hospitals. While this is not in the current draft
to accompany the NHI legislative process, appeared to NHI bill, a clause calling for prohibition of provider
be considering, in the Fall of 1993, a compromise which owned sick funds is [23, p. 213]. One possible motiv
would allow sick funds .0 chargeP"mi11n" for the *ff ation for this typeof provision may be the elimination
basket (24J. An alternative proposal would ensure that }i^ v ' .
the collective bargaining activities of the Histadrut Con of concentrated market Power. wn1ch mleht threaten
tinue to have a source of funding. This would be the existence of some competitors. Creation of a
accomplished by passing legislation, parallel to the NHI market in which one player is very large like KHC
bil1. makin8 payments l0 the labor uflions associaled to poses formidable problems. However, it is not clear
the Histadrut obligatory for all citizens (or at least all, ,,., , .. , , .

salaired employees) on the gr0Unds that c0"ective bar. whether a predetermmed berakuP of the lar8e Pla>er
gaining is a public good. The Histadrut might oppose or denying it its competitive advantage best solves
this arrangement, as it would finance individual labor these problems.
unions, without guaranteeing the source of funding for As discussed, KHC owns and operates about one
theoverallHis.adrutThe Histadrut W*'*f' T~ third of the general hospital beds in the country.
pathetic ally in the Ministry of Finance which prefers.b.. v . . . .

wage negotiations with a single rather than mu|tip|e One option open to it in a competitive environment IS

unions [25]. to maximize utilization of its own facilities by its
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members. Effective selfutilization by KHC mightfor NHI. Nevertheless, the most recent draft still leaves
place considerable competitive pressure on the newly the determinationofwhich services will be supplied on
independent government hospitals. This could be a regional basis to the discretion of the Minister of
viewed as a legitimateoutcome ofa competitive health Health [23, p. 209]. This leaves the door open for
care market. However, there are limits on thiscompeti government regulators to supplant the competing sick
tive potential for KHC. If KHC hospitals become funds in planning the system. Perhaps the possibility of
overburdened and queues increase, in an environment government dictated regionalization has been main
ofopen enrollment and freedomofmovement between tained out of concern that managed competition will
funds, KHC might run the irsk of losing members to not eliminate provider competition over new technol
other funds. Pressured to become more eiffcient, KHC ogies and amenities (cf the debate in the U.S.) [28].
hospitals might seek independent statussimilar to that Such quality competition may raise public pressure on
ofgovernment hospitals. whichever body is responsible for determining the
Prohibiting providers like hospitals from forming basic basket of services to include technologies even

sick funds prevents prestigious institutions from limit before their costeffectiveness has been addressed.
ing access to their services to members of their own This will encumber efforts to contain health care
fund. Otherwise, high reputation hospitals could cor expenditures.
ner the sick fund market in a given region and bring While governmentmandated regionalizationof ser
about the collapse of other hospitals and sick funds. vices may relfect the continued involvement of the
Again, this seems to be a legitimate market outcome, MOH in health system operations, the transfer of all
which is also selflimiting. A hospital's ability to MOH functions in the areas of psychiatric and geri
provide efifcient, timely service to its members would atric care may represent the opposite extreme. These
be limited by its physical and organizational capacity. services are to be made partof the basic basket of sick
If a hospitalowned sick fund became too large, com fund services; current MOH budgets for these services
petitors would be able to offer attractive alternatives to will be transferred to the sick funds as part of their
some of its members. overall capitation. The wisdom of including 'cata
Allowing the newly formed market to operate under strophic' irsks such as chronic psychiatric care and

government regulation may bea better way to achieve longterm nursing home care in the basic service basket
the results sought by reformers than trying to 'preof competing sick fundsis discussed inother papers in
form' the market in the NHI legislation. this volume (see papers by van de Ven and Sheiman).

The second area of division of responsibility be
The government !market *P'" tween government and the market is precisely that of
There arc two types of division of function and determination of which services, especially new tech

power implied byIhe formation of the Israeli health nologics, will be partof the basic basket. Enthoven has
care market. One is the division of operational and written that while determination of a "decent mini
regulatory responsibilities. The second is the articula mum" is "dififcult or impossible to do in theory",
tion of the philosophical and ethical principles under society makes decisions about access to services all the
lying the newly formed market, and especially time. The decent minimum "can de defined by the
determinationof the basic basketof services to which democratic political process" [2, p. 3]. In seeking
all citizens will be entitled. competition over provision of a basic basket of ser
Regarding the ifrst topic, we have argued that the vices, the proposed Israeli reform has been forced to

proposed removal of government from direct oper identify where in the political process accountability
ation of health facilities is a major component of the will lie for these difficult decisions. The current draft
formationof the market in Israel. By decentralizing its NHI bill makes the Ministers of Health and Finance
own facilities, primarily by granting operating auton responsible for determining which services will be
omy and independent ifnancial status to its hospitals, included in the basket, as well as the level of ear
government can unilaterally enhance competition in marked health tax revenue which will ifnance this
the health care market. This will free the MOH to focus basket. A National Health Council will advise the
on development of databases, which may be used to Ministers on these issues, and parliamentary commit
monitor system performance and aid decision making tees may be required to approve the removal of items
by consumers and providers. These might include data from the basket, but the responsibility will rest ulti
on qualityofcare such as standardized mortality rates mately with the Ministers [23, p. 208].
for various treatments, data on consumer satisfaction The clear articulation of this responsibility, es
and technology assessmentsof the costs and beneifts of pecially in the caseof the Minister of Finance, makes
existing treatments and new technologies. explicit what has previously been implicit in govern
The tradition of centralized operational involve ment budgetary processes. In the past, budgetary

ment does not give way easily. One exampleof this is crunches have led to incremental reductions in direct
the persistence in health reform discussionsof the idea government subsidies to the sick funds and other
of governmentplanned and imposed regionalization. health care institutions. The Government has imposed
This notion was resistedby allof the sick funds and has ceilings on the level of revenues raised from ear marked
been reduced in prominence from successive draft bills employer taxes and the distributionof these monies to
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the sick funds. Most or these decisions have taken Jackson Hole initiatives Cor a twentyifrst century Amer
place without a high level of pub|jc visibi|;ty.ican health care system. Hlth Econ. 1, \<m.
... ■,, r. ,.j,c, ,. 6. Bin Nun G. and Chinitz D. P. The rolesofgovernment
Mmlsters ol F1nance have not had t0 defend thelr and the market in the Israeli health care system in the
decisions for the health system, taking the position 1980s. In The Changing Roles of Government and the
that they are responsible for overall fiscal manage Market in Health Care Systems (Edited by Chinitz D. P.

ment and relegating the speciifcs of health p0|iCy t0 and Cohen M. A.), p. 132. JDCBrookdale Institute,
Ministers of Health. The new legislation implicates , "/us^ "II.■ a , DD._ ,, _ .. ,,6F 7. Chinitz D. P. and Rosen B. A Tale of Two Markets:
the Minister of Finance much more heavily in 'he Hospital Competition in Israel, p. 9. JDCBrookdale
costbeneift tradeoffs of decisions on public health Institute, Jerusalem, 1993.
coverage. Many concerned with the health system 8. National Insurance Institute Reports, 1990, 1991.
view this development with alarm, given the overrid 9. Rosen B andOttenstein N. Selected Findings from a. ,... . . __. SurveyofWorkmgAgeNew Immigrants fromthe For
ln8 lnterest of the Ministry of Flnance ln 11™ting mer Soviet Union. JDCBrookdale Institute, Jerusalem,
expenditures. However, another view is that making 1994.
the Ministers of both Health and Finance directly 10. Cohen M. A. and Barnea T. Private outlets to public
accountable for decisions concerning the basic mjm_ perssures: the rise of commercial health insurance >n

""'" **" * "". p".*■" <" ^^  ,,. ^^/T r:;* ^it^ ^L,th
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on managed competition. 3, 89, 1993.

12. Rosen B., Yuval D., Gabbay U. and Braude C. Inde
pendent Physicians and Clinic Physicians in Kupal Holim
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תקציר

במידה המבוססת הבריאות, בשירותי רפורמה בהפעלת בישראל שנצבר הניסיון

לספק עשוי  מנוהלת) (תחרות ממשלתי בפיקוח קופותהחולים בין תחרות על רבה

ביטוחי של תחרותיים מנגנונים על להסתמך השוקלות אחרות, למדינות חשוב מידע

בשוק לרפורמה הפרק על שעמדו השונות ההצעות נבחנות זה במאמר בריאות.

לאור ובמיוחד אידיאליים, שוק למבני בהשוואה הישראלי, קופותהחולים

לבין זו, תיאוריה בין הגומלין יחסי נבדקים כמוכן מנוהלת. תחרות של התיאוריה

שוק את מציג המאמר הישראלי. ולניסיון לספק" רוכש בין "הפרדה של הרעיון

בינואר ממלכתי בריאות ביטוח חוק הפעלת לפני ,1994 בשנת הישראלי הבריאות

נדונים השונות. בקופותהחולים מהאוכלוסייה 96fc של בחברות שהתאפיין ,1995

תחרות על הבריאות ביטוח מערכת את לבסס יהיה שניתן כדי נחוצים שהיו השינוים

להשפיע העשויים הישראלית הבריאות למערכת הייחודים התנאים ונשקלים מנוהלת

הכנסת על גם ממליצות לרפורמה ההצעות המנוהלת. התחרות שיטת של יישומה על

לביטוח המימון בין ההפרדה כגון לספק", "רוכש בין להפרדה מעבר נוספים, שינויים

ההשלכות את לשקול יש מנוהלת. תחרות על הסטנדרטית בתיאוריה נכללים שאינם

הבריאות שירותי שוק של והשוטף החלק תפקודו על אלה להצעות להיות שעשויות

הישראלית. לחברה ייחודיים שהם ואתיים מדיניים שיקולים כנגד


